The smarter way to connect
with your customers.

warringtonguardian.co.uk

Our vision.

Our mission.

Be the marketing partner businesses
trust to drive their success.

Build the most comprehensive and best
performing solutions that deliver results.

The name is new – but we’ve been
a part of your community for
generations.

It hasn’t replaced the name of your
local Newsquest newspaper and its
website, but it encompasses all the
things that we can offer besides.

LOCALiQ is the name for all that
Newsquest does today, from
trusted local newspapers and
websites to digital marketing
services that can help you reach
new customers as you’ve never
been able to reach them before.

Those services include online
advertising and best-in-class
digital marketing, backed by a huge
amount of data gathered from our
1.5 million local campaigns and 30
million monthly users.

LOCALiQ is the name that brings
together your trusted local news
brand with the smartest digital
marketing around.

Put our experts to work for you and
we believe you’re hiring the best
marketing partner a business can
have.

Source: Publisher’s Statement 2018

localiq.co.uk

What is...
The journey your local customer takes is
complex, but your marketing doesn’t have
to be. Let us put our intelligence to work
for you.
LOCALiQ offers all the solutions you need
to reach local customers:
•
•
•
•
•

Build your presence
Drive awareness and leads
Grow your audience and connect
Manage your leads and customers
Know what works

200
websites

Almost 30 million unique
browsers, generating over 213
million + page views every month

Newsquest’s online monthly
unique visitors across
desktop and mobile would
fill the O2 Arena in London

1,300
times over

over

6
million
readers in print
across the UK

6.2
million

Newsquest reach more
than 6.2 million followers
across social media
platforms

We know your community like no one else.
No matter your goals, we can get you there.

Source: Publisher’s Statement 2018

localiq.co.uk

warringtonguardian.co.uk

Why multimedia?
To align with changing consumer
behaviour and ensure you stay ahead of
the competition, our company has evolved
from solely print to multimedia solutions.
We provide integrated solutions that take the best of both
digital and print advertising to help you reach the right
audience.
People engage with newsbrands across multiple devices
every day; reinforce your message across multiple
platforms for a more effective campaign.

The intelligent
way to reach
local consumers.

5 reasons to add digital...
Mobile.

Innovative.

Brand build.

Engaging.

Reach.

Reach an audience on
the go, when they are
making purchasing
decisions.

Eye-catching
creative solutions
designed to prompt
user response.

Build your brand
in a responsive
environment.

Digital advertising
allows users to
respond and interact
with your brand.

Reach a bigger
audience and access
a wide range of
demographics online.

localiq.co.uk

Local marketing is
no longer about any
one marketing tactic.

It’s about
knowing local.

Newsquest have helped us reach
potential new students across the
region via the Warrington Guardian
newspaper series, digital campaigns
which have included website skin
takeovers, as well as social media
platforms such as Facebook and
Snapchat. It’s reassuring to know that
we can cover all bases with the help
of their digital team and final analysis
shows it’s good value for money.
Adam Bird
Marketing and IAG Manager
Priestley College, Warrington

localiq.co.uk
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By Dr
Dan

n a sudden fever – a temperature
of 38c or above
n aching body
n feeling tired or exhausted
n dry, chesty cough
n sore throat
n headache
n difﬁculty sleeping
n loss of appetite
n diarrhoea or tummy pain
n nausea and being sick

If you are otherwise healthy it will
usually clear up on its own within a
week.
However, ﬂu can be more severe in
certain people, such as:
n anyone aged 65 and over
n pregnant women children and
adults with an underlying health
condition (such as long-term heart

Reach a bigger local audience than ever before.
WHY CHOOSE THE WARRINGTON POST?

Because life matters

Tuesday, October 30, 2018

FOR anyone who knows the TV
programme Game of Thrones,
the phrase ‘winter is coming’ is a
warning that winter is on the way
and that the people of Westeros
need to be vigilant.
Taking the lead from the people of
Westeros, one essential way to
prepare for winter is to ensure you
have your ﬂu vaccination.
The ﬂu vaccination is available
every year on the NHS to help
protect adults and children at risk of
ﬂu and its complications.
Flu can be unpleasant and
symptoms can come on and develop
very quickly.
These symptoms include:

Flu vaccine is the
best protection we
have against the
virus
or respiratory disease)
n children and adults with
weakened immune systems
Anyone in these risk groups is more
likely to develop potentially serious
complications of ﬂu, such as
pneumonia (a lung infection), so it’s
recommended that they have a ﬂu
vaccine every year to help protect
them.
You can have your NHS ﬂu vaccine
at your GP practice, a local pharmacy
offering the service or if you are
pregnant, from your midwifery
service.
If you have your ﬂu vaccine at a
pharmacy, you don’t have to inform
your GP – it is up to the pharmacist
to do that.
Flu vaccine is the best protection
we have against an unpredictable
virus that can cause unpleasant
illness in children and severe illness
and even death among some ‘at-risk’
groups.
There include older people,
pregnant women and those
suffering with an underlying medical
health condition.
Winter is coming.
We all need to prepare and be
aware so be a ﬂu ﬁghter and get
your vaccination today.

In the ever-changing world of media, The Warrington Post is a highly popular local newsbrand in the
area that it serves. Along with its sister title The Warrington Guardian, it is a powerful force for our loyal
followers seeking trusted local news content all day long.
Whether reading their weekly print copy over breakfast, checking our social media channels at lunchtime
or browsing our up-to-the-minute website in the evening – we’re here for our readers 24/7. Delivered door
to door, The Warrington Post is aimed at a highly targeted audience in the borough’s most desirable areas.
It is a title which appeals to a diverse demographic and will continue to attract an audience that has the
disposable income to invest in your goods and services; a target audience perfect for your business.
WHAT’S YOUR VIEW?
warringtonguardian.co.uk/opinion

Online views

By Damon Smith

david.morgan@guardiangrp.co.uk

TAKING its title from the
cautionary message inked
into rapper Tupac’s ‘thug
life’ tattoo, George Tillman
Jr’s drama rages against
racial division and police
violence in 21st-century
America.
The Hate U Give is
sensitively adapted by
Audrey Wells from Angie
Thomas’s young adult novel,
which chronicles the
anguished rites of passage
of a teenager, who finds her
voice in the most tragic
circumstances.
Amandla Stenberg
delivers a gut-wrenching
lead performance as a
16-year-old, who zigzags
uncomfortably between
worlds of white privilege
and black indignation.
Wells’ script confidently
walks a tightrope between
tear-stained cries from the
heart and boisterous
humour as it sketches the
dynamics between a family
living in a predominantly
black neighbourhood in the

n This is a
collection of
our readers’
views and
comments
posted on
social media
and our
website in
response to
stories
featured
in the
Warrington
Guardian
throughout
the past
week.
Send us your
views to
newsdesk@
guardiangrp.
co.uk

chokehold of drugs and
gang warfare.
Amandla plays Starr
Carter (Stenberg) who lives
in Garden Heights, Georgia,
with ex-con father Maverick
(Russell Hornsby), who
turned his back on drug
dealer King (Anthony
Mackie) to raise a family
with wife Lisa (Regina Hall).
To ensure her children
have a brighter future, Lisa
sends them to
predominantly white
Williamson Prep, where
Starr shares classes with
boyfriend Chris (KJ Apa).
Starr keeps the two sides
of her existence separate
until the fateful night she
witnesses a white police
officer shoot her unarmed
childhood friend, Khalil
(Algee Smith) dead.
Racked with grief, Starr
shoulders a heavy burden to
speak up for the deceased.
However, testifying against
a cop could lead to reprisals.
Uncle Carlos (Common), a
detective on the same force
as the suspended officer,
offers comforting words of
wisdom while activist group
Just Us For Justice urges

Surely we want our MPs to be
informed about world trade after
Brexit. It’s not as if we are paying
and these contacts could easily
attract investment and jobs in
Warrington.
Martin Ellis-Hall
They don’t need trips to learn
about Brexit effects. He’d do better
to source business closer to home

that doesn’t involve speculation or
discussion on the other side of the
world.
Avril Bell
That’s really disappointing. There
is plenty going on in this country
to keep him busy. Interesting that
the other MP didn’t receive any
free trips?!
Karen Rylance
It’s fair to point out that these trips
were paid for by others, who would
be undoubtedly trying to establish
some form of trade deal with
Warrington. As long as others are
paying, it’s not so bad, though
their intentions should be clear so
as not to compromise our MP.
Steve Kennaugh

And not one of these trips was
paid for out of taxpayer expenses.
If you all care to read the story
fully, really don’t see what the
issue is here.
Brad Galloway
He has done more for our town in
the last two years than most
people who have commented on
this post have done in their lives.
Tony Longmore
His job isn’t only to ask what the
people of Warrington want (which
he does and also fights for what
local people want). As a country
we have links to all of these
countries in some way or another.
If he or other MPs are invited to
these countries then surely they

should attend.
Amina Alansi
I’m a supporter of Faisal and he
has been a good MP so far and I
have no issues with MPs making
transparent foreign trips.
However, given his prolific social
media profile, I do not recall any
postings from foreign climes at all.
I may have missed musings from
Beijing, queries from Qatar and
problems from Pakistan but if any
MP is going to make trips they
have an obligation to be very
upfront with their electorate as to
why they are going on the trip,
who paid for it, why they paid for
it and what did they uncover.
Faisal scores 0/10 on this front.
Frank Tudor

COMMENT ONLINE – Register at warringtonguardian.co.uk/my/account/proﬁle
Like us on Facebook – facebook.com/warringtonguardian | Follow us on Twitter – twitter.com/warringtonnews
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too small. Tel Ken 01925
653 500, M:07949 828168

F D & SON
PLASTERERS
All aspects of
plastering, plaster over
artex & all rendering. 35
yrs exp. 07811 737646

Carpet Cleaning

Gardening &
Landscaping

Carpet Fitting

Computer Services

Domestic
Appliance Repair
Articles Wanted

North West
Alarms

By Aran Dhillon

Local Democracy Reporter

*GAS*GAS*GAS* Service
install & repair, cookers,
hobs, ﬁres, & boilers.
Landlord gas safety
checks. No job too small
David Sloan Gas 01925
480473 M: 07505 119163

Security lighting CCTV
Fully Insured. Local

07900 852384

Building Services

Driveways & Resurfacing

ONLINE | MOBILE
SOCIAL MEDIA | PRINT
LEAFLETS | EVENTS

Painters &
Decorators

Gas Services &
Fitters

Free Quotes Repairs
Upgrades Services
Installations

EXPLORING THE POWER OF LOCAL MEDIA...

KEYWORKS All locks
ﬁtted & repaired. UPVC
lock specialist, 20yrs
exp.Tel 01925 493307
07917302125

Alarms

Because

FROM Necker Island to South
Africa and Verbier, Richard
Branson has homes all over the
world.
And yet, there’s one place he
holds particularly close to his
heart – Son Bunyola, a luxury
retreat in Mallorca, which is open
to the public as a Virgin Limited
Edition property. But how often
does the busy business magnate
actually get to visit the sprawling
680-acre estate with three villas
nestled among seemingly endless
rows of trees?
Generalas
manager
Lee Bowes
Amandla Stenberg
Starr Carter
reveals her boss rocked up to stay
twice this year, and on his most
recent visit, he even challenged
some guests to a game of tennis.
Eager to sample the place for
myself, I head over for a long
weekend.
The founder of Virgin group first
visited Mallorca as a child, and he
later took his own children to the
Spanish island for summer
holidays. In fact, the Bransons are
such fans of this region, his son,
Sam, even named daughter EvaDeia after the town Deia.
Surrounded by the Tramuntana
mountain range, jutting out from
the lime green coastline to the
azure sea, Son Bunyola is close to
plenty of hiking and cycling trails

david.morgan@guardiangrp.co.uk

TAKING its title from the
cautionary message inked
into rapper Tupac’s ‘thug
life’ tattoo, George Tillman
Jr’s drama rages against
racial division and police
violence in 21st-century
America.
The Hate U Give is
sensitively adapted by
Audrey Wells from Angie
Thomas’s young adult novel,
which chronicles the
anguished rites of passage
of a teenager, who finds her
voice in the most tragic
circumstances.
Amandla Stenberg
delivers a gut-wrenching
lead performance as a
16-year-old, who zigzags
uncomfortably between
worlds of white privilege
and black indignation.
Wells’ script confidently
walks a tightrope between
tear-stained cries from the
heart and boisterous
humour as it sketches the
dynamics between a family
living in a predominantly
black neighbourhood in the

Air pollution to blame for
rise in asthma complaints
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Live like a boss on island

PAINTER / DECORATOR
Quality work, Lowest
prices, Free Quotes with
no obligation. Please call
Rob 07973 400681
KEITH PRENDERGAST
Painter & Decorator. For
free quotes please call on
07976 509990

Work & Repairs 45yrs

risk management and
insurance report for the years
2017-18.
It included Time Square risk
assessments and contingency
plans.
Contingency plans include
keeping council staff, as well as
Warrington Market, in existing
locations if the project is
delayed.

FROM Necker Island to South
Africa and Verbier, Richard
Branson has homes all over the
world.
And yet, there’s one place he
holds particularly close to his
heart – Son Bunyola, a luxury
retreat in Mallorca, which is open
to the public as a Virgin Limited
Edition property. But how often
does the busy business magnate
actually get to visit the sprawling
680-acre estate with three villas
nestled among seemingly endless
rows of trees?
General manager Lee Bowes
reveals her boss rocked up to stay
twice this year, and on his most
recent visit, he even challenged
some guests to a game of tennis.
Eager to sample the place for
myself, I head over for a long
weekend.
The founder of Virgin group first
visited Mallorca as a child, and he
later took his own children to the
Spanish island for summer
Ten young people from Warrington graduated with ﬂying colours from United
holidays. In fact, the Bransons are
Utilities’ youth programme
such fans of this region, his son,
Sam, even named daughter EvaDeia after the town Deia.
Surrounded by the Tramuntana
mountain range, jutting out from
the lime green coastline to the
TEN young people from Warrington
gone into work often suffer from
azure sea, Son Bunyola is close to
graduated with flying colours from
loneliness.
United Utilities’ youth programme.
Nathan Higgins applied to the youth plenty of hiking and cycling trails

Committee member Cllr Colin
Froggatt (LAB – Poulton South)
said he hopes Time Square isn’t
a repeat of Barons Quay in
Northwich where premises
have been left ‘completely
empty’.
He added: “The risk relates to
having the buildings up on time
and there is another risk, which
isn’t mentioned, and that is the
potential occupancy of the
buildings.
“I would like that that to be
included if that is agreeable
with the committee.
“The development is moving
on apace.
“We need to have a look at the
underlying risk, specifically the
potential occupancy.”
The council’s internal audit,
risk and insurance team
confirmed the risk register has
been ‘refreshed’.
They added that updates –
including underlying risks –
should be in place to come
before the committee at a
‘future meeting’.

‘We need to have a look
at the underlying risk,
speciﬁcally the potential
occupancy’

Cllr Colin Froggatt

Great graduates

The six-week scheme gives young
people the skills and experience to
become work-ready.
It also helps them develop a social
life outside work, as young people
who have left education and haven’t

programme to help him get into work
and find a career he could enjoy.
He said: “I can’t find the words to
express how great I think this
programme is. It’s a programme that
helps put you back on your feet.”

Cultivated terraces in Banyalbufar

and is perfect for an adrenaline
junkie like Branson. It’s also
peacefully unspoilt.
On the helter skelter of a drive
down from the main road, you’ll
gasp at the central 18th century
finca building, typical of the grand
farmhouses that can be found all
over Mallorca and Spain. Rows

upon rows of crumbling terraces
lead down from it, making
patterns on a landscape dotted
with vines and towering olive
trees.
Amazingly, some members of the
team who work at Son Bunyola
today actually lived in the finca as
children in the 1970s. Back then,

the estate was used as farmland.
As for the future? Plans are in the
pipeline to transform the finca
into a villa, and olive oil will be
produced on the estate within a
year.
Perhaps it’s the secluded location
or the fact guests have their own
team and chef on hand to cater for

Flu vaccine is the
best protection we
have against the
virus
or respiratory disease)
n children and adults with
weakened immune systems
Anyone in these risk groups is more
likely to develop potentially serious
complications of ﬂu, such as
pneumonia (a lung infection), so it’s
recommended that they have a ﬂu
vaccine every year to help protect
them.
You can have your NHS ﬂu vaccine
at your GP practice, a local pharmacy
offering the service or if you are
pregnant, from your midwifery
service.
If you have your ﬂu vaccine at a
pharmacy, you don’t have to inform
your GP – it is up to the pharmacist
to do that.
Flu vaccine is the best protection
we have against an unpredictable
virus that can cause unpleasant
illness in children and severe illness
and even death among some ‘at-risk’
groups.
There include older people,
pregnant women and those
suffering with an underlying medical
health condition.
Winter is coming.
We all need to prepare and be
aware so be a ﬂu ﬁghter and get
your vaccination today.

newsquest.co.uk

zoomleaﬂets.co.uk

FREE community
Rooﬁng Services
and lifestyle news
Plans Drawn
to your door
every Tuesday
exp. 07900350679
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REACHING A BIGGER AUDIENCE
THAN EVER BEFORE
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2018

| SOCIAL
MEDIA | PRINT
| LEAFLETS | EVENTS
Lymm • Stretton • Appleton• Grappenhall • Stockton Heath •ONLINE
Great| MOBILE
Sankey
• Culcheth
• Croft

A blooming
good idea
Council ready

To ensure your business reaches the right
audience,
POST
18localTHE
contact the sales team on 01925 596 520

inside...
OAKDALE PLANNING
Building plans, Free
Advice, Good Rates 01925
950058 or 07766 258 525

House plants

By Hannah Stephenson
Press Association

G

IVE your skin, lungs and
mental health a helping
hand by filling your home
with foliage and flowers.
As the urban footprint
becomes larger, more people are
destined to be living in
properties without a garden –
yet houseplants can help bring
the outside in.
From giant rubber plants and
ferns as feature pieces to a
spider plant trailing from a
shelf, they can completely
change the look of any room.
But beyond the aesthetics,
there’s evidence to suggest
houseplants are also good for
your health and your wellbeing
at the same time.
Dr Tijana Blanusa, principal
horticultural scientist at the
Royal Horticultural Society
(RHS), offers five suggestions as
to how houseplants can benefit
your body and mind.
You can get more advice and
tips on how to grow houseplants
by visiting the RHS website.
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If you are otherwise healthy it will
usually clear up on its own within a
week.
However, ﬂu can be more severe in
certain people, such as:
n anyone aged 65 and over
n pregnant women children and
adults with an underlying health
condition (such as long-term heart

warringtonguardian.co.uk

VAN PLUS 2 MEN
The best in the N.W.
Tel: 01925 725877
Mob: 07710 324 748
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By Dr
Dan

Celebrating its first
successful
year in business
The report – which confirmed
the scheme remains ‘on target’ –
says the programme team are
exploring insurance options to
mitigate any financial impact
of ‘slippage’ on the project.
It adds that it is not currently
known whether any insurance
will be established as this is
‘subject to pricing’.
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every need – but I’ve never stayed
somewhere so tranquil.
There are three individual villas
to choose from – Sa Terra Rotja,
Son Balagueret and Sa Punta de
S’Aguila – and each feels very
different.
With handcrafted terracotta
flooring and local Binissalem
stone used throughout, the vibe is
undoubtedly traditional – and yet,
there’s a clever contemporary
anyone
whoofknows
contrastFOR
thanks
to pops
brightthe TV
artwork.programme Game of Thrones,
the
is coming’ is a
I stay in
Saphrase
Punta‘winter
de S’Aguila,
warning that
winter isPoint’
on the way
which translates
as ‘Eagle’s
– a five-bedroom
and that villa.
the people of Westeros
My room
feels
light
and airy,
need
to be
vigilant.
thanks to Taking
the exposed
beam
the lead
from the people of
ceiling, large
windows
and
Westeros,
one essential
way to
traditional
darkfor
green
shutters
prepare
winter
is to ensure you
openinghave
out onto
terrace.
youraﬂu
vaccination.
I have access
tovaccination
a private heated
The ﬂu
is available
swimming pool with a great choice
every year on the NHS to help
of fun inflatables, and relaxing
adults
children
with theprotect
mountains
inand
view
is a at risk of
ﬂu and its
complications.
picture-perfect
holiday
memory.
Flu can
be unpleasant
Post-swim,
I relish
my huge and
come
walk-in symptoms
shower – itcan
takes
upon
theand develop
very quickly.
entire length
of one side of the
bathroom.These symptoms include:
A seven-night stay Sa Punta de
n a sudden
fever – per
a temperature
S’Aguila costs
from £20,300
of 38c or
week, sleeping
upabove
to 10 and
includingnall
drinks
and meals.
aching
body
Visit virginlimitededition.com.
n feeling tired or exhausted
n dry, chesty cough
n sore throat
n headache
n difﬁculty sleeping
n loss of appetite
n diarrhoea or tummy pain
n nausea and being sick

To ensure your business
reaches the right local
audience, contact the
sales team on
01925 596 520

C.P.S Painting Services
Quality assured work at
budget prices. 22 years
exp. Discount on O.A.P’s.
Call 07513 596558 or
01925 905676

Local
decorator
John requires

The Warrington Post celebrates the best of a proud region with positive news stories focusing on local people
in the heart of their communities including Appleton, Croft, Culcheth, Grappenhall, Great Sankey, Lymm and
Stockton Heath. Also featuring entertainment, leisure, retail, education, health and motors news, it is the
perfect free weekly print guide to what is happening in Warrington. Concise, relevant and engaging – giving
advertisers the ideal support for their marketing campaign. Our marketing opportunities encompass the very
best of our cutting-edge digital marketing services portfolio, traditional print advertising and consultative
approach to ensuring we deliver a truly well-structured marketing campaign for you.

chokehold of drugs and
gang warfare.
Amandla plays Starr
Carter (Stenberg) who lives
in Garden Heights, Georgia
with ex-con father Maverick
(Russell Hornsby), who
turned his back on drug
dealer King (Anthony
Mackie) to raise a family
with wife Lisa (Regina Hall)
To ensure her children
have a brighter future, Lisa
sends them to
predominantly white
Williamson Prep, where
Starr shares classes with
boyfriend Chris (KJ Apa).
Starr keeps the two sides
of her existence separate
until the fateful night she
witnesses a white police
officer shoot her unarmed
childhood friend, Khalil
(Algee Smith) dead.
Racked with grief, Starr
shoulders a heavy burden to
speak up for the deceased.
However, testifying against
a cop could lead to reprisals
Uncle Carlos (Common), a
detective on the same force
as the suspended officer,
offers comforting words of
wisdom while activist group
Just Us For Justice urges

By Damon Smith
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House plants can boost healh

Varieties such as peace lilies
stomata, by diffusion through
and ivy with higher
plant cuticle on the leaf surface
1. THEY CAN REDUCE ‘SICK transpiration rates appear to be and via the activity of soil
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any financial losses due to
delays on the council’s flagship
£130 million town centre
regeneration scheme are being
explored.
The Time Square project is
planned to officially open in
early 2020.
It will feature a Cineworld
multiplex cinema, permanent
market hall, council offices and
a public square.
But concerns have been raised
over no restaurants being
signed up yet.
However, as reported earlier
this month in the Warrington
Guardian, two restaurants
could be signed up by the end of
the year.
The scheme was discussed by
the audit and corporate
governance committee last
Tuesday after members were
presented with the authority’s
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Starr to come forward.
As protests light the fuse
on a powder keg of raw
emotion, Starr embraces
her family’s history with
fierce pride.
“If you don’t see my
blackness, you don’t see
me,” she tearfully informs
Chris.
The Hate U Give doesn’t
project Starr’s journey of
empowerment through a
rose-tinted lens, pretending
that one girl can magically
salve the deep emotional
wounds of her divided
community in the space of
133 impassioned minutes.
Tillman Jr’s film ripples
with fury and despair, but
there is an undercurrent of
hope that courses through
ever frame.
Stenberg’s powerhouse
lead performance is
complemented by splendid
supporting turns from Hall
and Hornsby, the latter
falling back on teachings of
the Black Panther
movement to encourage his
children to stand tall at the
very moment they feel like
admitting defeat.
Because all lives matter.

Established:

Wild ﬂowers blooming on Westbrook Crescent as autumn takes hold and summer is a distant memory. Photograph
captured by Nick Platt-Higgins

THE news that Warrington
South MP Faisal Rashid has
beneﬁtted from almost
£10,000 worth of free
overseas trips – including to
Qatar and China – since he
won the seat was a big talking
point on Facebook.

hand by filling your home
with foliage and flowers.
As the urban footprint
becomes larger, more people are
destined to be living in
properties without a garden –
yet houseplants can help bring
the outside in.
From giant rubber plants and
ferns as feature pieces to a
spider
plant
trailing from a
THE
POST
shelf, they can completely
change the look of any room.
But beyond the aesthetics,
there’s evidence to suggest
Comprehensive entertainment houseplants
and leisure are
round-up
also good for
in the Warrington Guardian
everyand
Thursday
your health
your wellbeing
at the same time.
Dr Tijana Blanusa, principal
horticultural scientist at the
Royal Horticultural Society
(RHS), offers five suggestions as
to how houseplants can benefit
your body and mind.
You can get more advice and
tips on how to grow houseplants
by visiting the RHS website.
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WHAT’S YOUR VIEW?
warringtonguardian.co.uk/opinion

Send us your
views to
newsdesk@
guardiangrp.
co.uk
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THE news that Warrington
South MP Faisal Rashid has
beneﬁtted from almost
£10,000 worth of free
overseas trips – including to
Qatar and China – since he
won the seat was a big talkin
point on Facebook.

Surely we want our MPs to be
informed about world trade after
Brexit. It’s not as if we are paying
and these contacts could easily
attract investment and jobs in
Warrington.
Martin Ellis-Hall

They don’t need trips to learn
about Brexit effects. He’d do bette
to source business closer to home
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Lingley Green after the planting
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Air pollution to blame
Vetsfor
help dog get
back to health
rise in asthma complaints

of air pollution on asthma cases across the
globe.
Susan Anenberg, lead author and associate
professor at the university’s Milken Institute
School of Public Health, said policies to
clean up the air could reduce the burden of
asthma and improve respiratory health.
In particular, Dr Anenberg said targeting
emissions from cars in big cities would
not only aid people with asthma and
other respiratory diseases but would help
everyone breathe a little easier.
She added: “Millions of people worldwide
have to go to emergency rooms for asthma
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Environmental Health Perspectives, suggests
car emissions and other types of pollution
may be a significant source of serious
asthma attacks.
Dr Anenberg and her team first looked at
emergency department visits for asthma
in 54 countries and Hong Kong, and then
combined that information with global
pollution levels.
They said that nine to 23 million annual
asthma A&E visits - 8% to 20% of the global
total - may have been triggered by ozone, a
pollutant generated when car, power plant
and other emissions interact with sunlight.
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Reach a bigger local
audience than ever before.
FREE community
and lifestyle news
to your door
every Tuesday

Did you know?
In the North West
we can reach up to...

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2018

Lymm • Stretton • Appleton• Grappenhall • Stockton Heath • Great Sankey • Culcheth • Croft

inside...

Schoolboy hits
all right notes
Stockton Heath trumpet player
has composed his own book
based on his work.
The book draws on Alex’s
experiences and own creative
style.

 Turn to page 6

Vets help dog get
back to health
Ten-year-old American bulldog
Tiggi had to have an eye removed
last summer.
Now though she is getting back
to full fitness thanks to
remarkable treatment

 Turn to page 7

A blooming
good idea

82%

Planting is a
smart way to
slow speeds
By Isobel Cotogni

isobel.cotogni@nqnw.co.uk

PLANTING that took place on Lingley Green in Great Sankey is now
starting to flourish and is helping
to reduce traffic speed.
The parish council undertook a
public consultation in 2016 as a direct result of residents’ concerns
about speeding traffic along Lingley Road and the amount of ‘near
misses’ they had witnessed.
Since the parish council manages Lingley Green, they consulted
with residents on the idea of planting hedges to force drivers to slow
down when taking the junction.
Seventy per cent were in favour
of planting, the consultation also
highlighted other traffic calming
plans residents supported.
Peter Watson, chairman of Great
Sankey Parish Council said: “Over
the past 12 months the hedging
is starting to establish and given
more time will be effective in helping to reduce traffic speed.
“In spring, the parish council contracted ground maintenance contractor EDR landscapes to maintain
the green and continue to plant the
raised beds to also create a landscape for residents to enjoy.”
In addition, the parish council installed barrier flower baskets at St
Mary’s Church crossroads in 2014,
are funding wildflower planting
throughout Great Sankey and are
consulting on improvements to Parsonage Way Field.

of residents across
core local markets

Lingley Green after the planting
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65.4k

Facebook followers

22.3k+

Twitter followers

ONLINE | MOBILE | SOCIAL MEDIA | PRINT | EVENTS | LEAFLETS
Source: Social media followers as at Nov 2018, Telmar data Sept 2024
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Key circulation areas
and coverage.
• Warrington’s leafy suburbs incl. Appleton
• Croft
• Culcheth
• Grappenhall
• Great Sankey
• Lymm
• Stockton Heath

Croft
Winwick

Warrington

Woolston
Lymm

Great Sankey
Grappenhall
Walton
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Digital audience.
Our incredible range of digital solutions positions your
business in front of those people who are likely to buy.
Tracking a viewer’s previous browsing history, we
deliver your message to those individuals who have
recently been looking at content related to your
products or services. This means you could increase
your chances of enquiry by up to six times.

395k+

3.4m+

93%

62%
Own a tablet

Own a home computer

96%

Own a mobile

Unique Browsers
Per Month

Monthly Page
Impressions

*Source: Adobe Analytics Jan-Jun 2018 (monthly) average unique browsers/
page impressions.
**Source: TGI/Experian Ltd 2018 - based on % of households

localiq.co.uk

warringtonguardian.co.uk

Total audience.
Across the North West region we
can expose your business to this
extensive audience...
Every week we put hundreds of local businesses into
the hands of thousands of prospective customers.

547.9k+
Print reader audience

23m+

Page impressions per month

Our fully integrated marketing campaigns are uniquely
developed to meet your marketing requirements.
The Warrington POST utilises all departments of
Newsquest Media Group Ltd to map strategies for
meeting your objective.
Our agile, ever-evolving digital capabilities engage
your desired demographics with targeted online
marketing campaigns and content.
It’s our responsibility to ensure that content is king
- for both ourselves and our clients.

3.2m+

Unique browsers per month

Source: ABC/Adobe Analytics Jan-Jun 2018 (monthly) average unique
browsers/page impressions. Print reader audience based on JICREG Oct 2018
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Reaching
new heights

Combined print
and online audience:
500,000
450,000

455,084

400,000

160%

Combined audience growth
over the last 6 years.

350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000

175,022

100,000
50,000
0

Print & online
audience 2012

Print & online
audience 2018

Publishers Statement 2012 (Warrington Guardian only) v 2018 Print & Online Audience
(Warrington Guardian and The POST combined)
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Audience data:
Age profile:
25%

16.5k+

14k+

20%

16%

15%
10%

35%

22%
18%

18%

17%

395k+

10%
5%

Monthly unique
browsers

6%

15-24
25-34

18%

35-44
45-54

9%

55-64

0%

65+

Print

Socio-economic profile:
70%

63%

60%
50%
40%
30%

63%

ABC1

60%

C2DE

50%
37%

40%

35%
28%
18%

20%

Monthly page
impressions

16%

Online

70%

3.4m+

21%

15%

9%

0%

Free targeted
copies weekly

25%
20%

5%

Total weekly
readership

30%

30%

19%

30%

37%

AB

35%
28%

20%

22%
15%

C1

10%

10%

C2

0%

0%

DE

Online

Print

Source: Monthly Page Impressions/Unique browsers Jan-Jun 2018, Age/Socio profiles - JICREG data as Oct 2018.
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Search Engine
Advertising.
Reach more consumers
who are ready to buy.
•

Drive leads from local searchers on desktop, tablet and mobile

•

Expand your reach across all major search engines – not just Google

•

Get a low cost per lead and high ROI through conversion optimisation

•

Get ROI transparency including cost per lead details

Conversion Based Optimisation:
•

Optimising based on conversions such as phone calls, emails and tracked
web events

•

Increasing ROI by using the Bing and Google Publisher

•

Our Automation evaluates campaigns for both Pacing and Conversion
Based Optimisation and will make any necessary changes to bids to
accommodate pacing and optimal ROI

•

Focusing the budget on converting keywords to maintain
competitiveness and reduces non converting keywords

localiq.co.uk

Social Advertising:
Facebook & Instagram
Put the world’s leading social media sites
to work for your business with a powerful,
local advertising program on Facebook and
Instagram.
With best-practice ad-creative, detailed audience targeting
options, and expert campaign management, your advertising
program reaches the right target audience, drives measurable
results, and meets your unique business goals.

Key Benefits...
Generate cost-effective
brand awareness,
engagement, and leads
through Facebook &
Instagram

Meet your business
goals with creative
ads, calls to action,
and detailed targeting
capabilities

Get personal campaign
management and
optimised results from
Facebook “Blueprint”certified campaign
experts
localiq.co.uk

Search Engine Optimisation.
A customisable SEO solution ideal for businesses who
want to boost local presence and be found for relevant
searches. Our consultative, locally-focused approach
means we help establish your goals, then optimise your
website so you get found in local search results.

Key Benefits...
Drive more
visits to your
website from
organic search

Build a local
presence that
improves search
engine visibility

See ongoing work
and the results we
deliver through
monthly reporting

Below is a representative list of the SEO activities:
•

Directory listings & recommendation gathering

•

Publication of all business locations in 50+ U.K. directories
(including Google My Business, various news outlets and automotive
GPS systems)

•

Optimisation and maintenance of all NAP (name, address, tele) details

•

Monthly performance reporting

•

Keyword research

•

Search engine optimised content

localiq.co.uk

Sites.
Get found, get more contacts
and turn them into customers
A website that attracts web and mobile
visitors so they contact you.
Conversion and user friendly designs
to turn website contact into customers.

Elite: beautiful
and functional
sites for small
businesses,
built on a bestin-class web
platform.

Offering a range of custom digital solutions for small to
medium sized businesses: Elite, Ecommerce and Custom.

Prices from:
•

Rental: £249 / month

•

£1999 up front + £59 monthly hosting fees

•

Ecommerce: offering simple and highly-effective
Ecommerce functionality as an add on to our
“Elite” site offering. Prices from £2,599.

•

Bespoke: Multiple site, detailed custom
functionality, our Bespoke sites include solutions
that are individually built for the site based upon
your requests.

NB: Costs are subject to VAT charged at standard rate

localiq.co.uk

Lead Management, Marketing
Automation and Analytics.
Our LOCALiQ marketing software helps businesses
track their leads and turn them into customers.
With easy-to-use lead management, marketing
automation, and analytics tools, we help you make
the most of every opportunity to grow your business.

Key Benefits...
Lead inbox keeps you
up-to-date with the
latest leads and customer
prospects contacting
your business

CRM helps you
build customer
contacts over time
and manage your
customer.

Built-in email
marketing software
allows you to
construct complex and
sophisticated email
marketing campaigns
to your customer base.

Analysing ROI: our
technology gives you
insights into which
marketing channels are
working for you, and gives
you insights to understand
the customer journey.

localiq.co.uk

warringtonguardian.co.uk

Key platforms.
Online:
News

Print:
Sport
Business
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Council ready
for any delays

24

By Aran Dhillon

Local Democracy Reporter

INSURANCE options to reduce
any financial losses due to
delays on the council’s flagship
£130 million town centre
regeneration scheme are being
explored.
The Time Square project is
planned to officially open in
early 2020.
It will feature a Cineworld
multiplex cinema, permanent
market hall, council offices and
a public square.
But concerns have been raised
over no restaurants being
signed up yet.
However, as reported earlier
this month in the Warrington
Guardian, two restaurants
could be signed up by the end of
the year.
The scheme was discussed by
the audit and corporate
governance committee last
Tuesday after members were
presented with the authority’s

risk management and
insurance report for the years
2017-18.
It included Time Square risk
assessments and contingency
plans.
Contingency plans include
keeping council staff, as well as
Warrington Market, in existing
locations if the project is
delayed.

‘We need to have a look
at the underlying risk,
speciﬁcally the potential
occupancy’
Cllr Colin Froggatt
The report – which confirmed
the scheme remains ‘on target’ –
says the programme team are
exploring insurance options to
mitigate any financial impact
of ‘slippage’ on the project.
It adds that it is not currently
known whether any insurance
will be established as this is
‘subject to pricing’.

Electricians
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Carpet Cleaning
HOMEPRIDE
Carpets/Upholstery/
Leather Cleaning fast
drying Insured.
Mobile: 07742328585
Landline:
01925
602193

Computer Services

REACHING
A BIGGER
AUDIENCE
THAN EVER
BEFORE

Locksmiths

Domestic
Appliance Repair
Articles Wanted

North West
Alarms

Gas Services &
Fitters

Free Quotes Repairs
Upgrades Services
Installations

*GAS*GAS*GAS* Service
install & repair, cookers,
hobs, ﬁres, & boilers.
Landlord gas safety
checks. No job too small
David Sloan Gas 01925
480473 M: 07505 119163

Security lighting CCTV
Fully Insured. Local

07900 852384

Building Services

exp. 07900350679
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By Dr
Dan
FOR anyone who knows the TV
programme Game of Thrones,
the phrase ‘winter is coming’ is a
warning that winter is on the way
and that the people of Westeros
need to be vigilant.
Taking the lead from the people of
Westeros, one essential way to
prepare for winter is to ensure you
have your ﬂu vaccination.
The ﬂu vaccination is available
every year on the NHS to help
protect adults and children at risk of
ﬂu and its complications.
Flu can be unpleasant and
symptoms can come on and develop
very quickly.
These symptoms include:
n a sudden fever – a temperature
of 38c or above
n aching body
n feeling tired or exhausted
n dry, chesty cough
n sore throat
n headache
n difﬁculty sleeping
n loss of appetite
n diarrhoea or tummy pain
n nausea and being sick

If you are otherwise healthy it will
usually clear up on its own within a
week.
However, ﬂu can be more severe in
certain people, such as:
n anyone aged 65 and over
n pregnant women children and
adults with an underlying health
condition (such as long-term heart

Flu vaccine is the
best protection we
have against the
virus
or respiratory disease)
n children and adults with
weakened immune systems
Anyone in these risk groups is more
likely to develop potentially serious
complications of ﬂu, such as
pneumonia (a lung infection), so it’s
recommended that they have a ﬂu
vaccine every year to help protect
them.
You can have your NHS ﬂu vaccine
at your GP practice, a local pharmacy
offering the service or if you are
pregnant, from your midwifery
service.
If you have your ﬂu vaccine at a
pharmacy, you don’t have to inform
your GP – it is up to the pharmacist
to do that.
Flu vaccine is the best protection
we have against an unpredictable
virus that can cause unpleasant
illness in children and severe illness
and even death among some ‘at-risk’
groups.
There include older people,
pregnant women and those
suffering with an underlying medical
health condition.
Winter is coming.
We all need to prepare and be
aware so be a ﬂu ﬁghter and get
your vaccination today.

WHAT’S YOUR VIEW?
warringtonguardian.co.uk/opinion

Jobs

Online views

POOR UK pupils are likely to academically fall
years behind their richer counterparts if they attend disadvantaged schools, new figures suggest.
The data comes from a paper published by
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD).
It indicated that when disadvantaged
children attend advantaged schools, they
score 77 points higher - or the equivalent of
two-and-a-half years more schooling, than
those attending disadvantaged schools.
The figures suggest 46% of disadvantaged
pupils in the UK attend schools where other
children also tend to be deprived.
This is 2% below the average but in
Finland only 40% of disadvantaged pupils
attend such schools.
Published in the organisation’s Equity
In Education paper, the data indicates the

OAKDALE PLANNING
Building plans, Free
Advice, Good Rates 01925
950058 or 07766 258 525
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mental health symptoms will
have a negative impact on their
pupils’ studies.
Stress at work affects 67% of
teachers, while 56% of school
leaders and 49% of teachers
believe their personal
relationships have suffered as a
result of psychological,
physical or behavioural
problems at work.
The survey has prompted ESP
to ask the Government to
implement mandatory
provision of personal mental
health and well-being guidance
within initial teaching training
and access to an employee
assistance programme for all
staff in schools and colleges.
One of the other changes it
urges is for regulators to
prioritise staff well-being in

Pupils could fall

newsquest.co.uk

zoomleaﬂets.co.uk

Rooﬁng Services

Recruitment

related psychological, physical
or behavioural issues.
The study reveals 47%
experience depression, anxiety
or panic attacks due to work.
The index also looks at factors
such as work-life balance,
workload and mental health
guidance at work.
Almost three-quarters (74%)
said the inability to switch off
from work is a major
contributing factor to a
negative work-life balance,
while 72% said workload was
the main reason for them
considering leaving their job
and 74% said they felt they did
not have enough guidance
about mental health at work.
The survey indicated two in
five senior leaders and teachers
believe having time off work for

House plants

average science score in the 2015 PISA tests
among socio-economically disadvantaged
pupils in the UK was 84 points lower than
that of advantaged children.
This gap is equivalent to almost three full
years of schooling.
Asked what the UK could do to tackle
this, Andreas Schleicher, OECD’s director
of education and skills, said: “You level the
playing ground.
“That’s where the foundations are being
laid, shifting the focus from expansion
and quantity to quality of early childhood
education and care.
“When it comes to school - doing better at
matching teacher talent with needs.
“The pupil premium gets more money into
schools - that’s the starting point.
“But having more teachers is not the

1. THEY CAN REDUCE ‘SICK
BUILDING SYNDROME’
Houseplants can help reduce
the impact of ‘sick building
syndrome’ which includes dry
skin, itchy eyes, respiratory
irritations and headaches.
They help moisturise the skin
and alleviate dry eyes by
increasing relative humidity
inside the home or office.
This happens via plants
increasing air humidity levels
through evapo-transpiration the movement of water from
leaves and soil into the
atmosphere.

House plants can boost healh
Varieties such as peace lilies
and ivy with higher
transpiration rates appear to be
better than most other
houseplants.

2. SOME PLANTS TRAP CHEMICAL GASES
Cooking can make the kitchen
smell wonderful, as garlic, wine
and spices fill the air.
But the aftermath of a good
fry up or casserole is also a
range of potentially harmful
gaseous and volatile chemical
compounds (VOCs).
However, plants can capture
these in three ways: via small
pores in their leaves called the

21

n Comprehensive entertainment and leisure round-up
in the Warrington Guardian every Thursday

stomata, by diffusion through
plant cuticle on the leaf surface
and via the activity of soil
micro-organisms.
Varieties of dracaena (a small
shrub), ficus (figs), nephrolepis
(ferns) and syngonium (vines)
have the potential to remove the
largest quantities of these
compounds.

Because life matters
By Damon Smith

david.morgan@guardiangrp.co.uk

TAKING its title from the
cautionary message inked
into rapper Tupac’s ‘thug
life’ tattoo, George Tillman
Jr’s drama rages against
racial division and police
violence in 21st-century
America.
The Hate U Give is
sensitively adapted by
Audrey Wells from Angie
Thomas’s young adult novel,
which chronicles the
anguished rites of passage
of a teenager, who finds her
voice in the most tragic
circumstances.
Amandla Stenberg
delivers a gut-wrenching
lead performance as a
16-year-old, who zigzags
uncomfortably between
worlds of white privilege
and black indignation.
Wells’ script confidently
walks a tightrope between
tear-stained cries from the
heart and boisterous
humour as it sketches the
dynamics between a family
living in a predominantly
black neighbourhood in the

chokehold of drugs and
gang warfare.
Amandla plays Starr
Carter (Stenberg) who lives
in Garden Heights, Georgia,
with ex-con father Maverick
(Russell Hornsby), who
turned his back on drug
dealer King (Anthony
Mackie) to raise a family
with wife Lisa (Regina Hall).
To ensure her children
have a brighter future, Lisa
sends them to
predominantly white
Williamson Prep, where
Starr shares classes with
boyfriend Chris (KJ Apa).
Starr keeps the two sides
of her existence separate
until the fateful night she
witnesses a white police
officer shoot her unarmed
childhood friend, Khalil
(Algee Smith) dead.
Racked with grief, Starr
shoulders a heavy burden to
speak up for the deceased.
However, testifying against
a cop could lead to reprisals.
Uncle Carlos (Common), a
detective on the same force
as the suspended officer,
offers comforting words of
wisdom while activist group
Just Us For Justice urges

Starr to come forward.
As protests light the fuse
on a powder keg of raw
emotion, Starr embraces
her family’s history with
fierce pride.
“If you don’t see my
blackness, you don’t see
me,” she tearfully informs
Chris.
The Hate U Give doesn’t
project Starr’s journey of
empowerment through a
rose-tinted lens, pretending
that one girl can magically
salve the deep emotional
wounds of her divided
community in the space of
133 impassioned minutes.
Tillman Jr’s film ripples
with fury and despair, but
there is an undercurrent of
hope that courses through
ever frame.
Stenberg’s powerhouse
lead performance is
complemented by splendid
supporting turns from Hall
and Hornsby, the latter
falling back on teachings of
the Black Panther
movement to encourage his
children to stand tall at the
very moment they feel like
admitting defeat.
Because all lives matter.

Amandla Stenberg as Starr Carter

A sweet
festive
night
GLAM rockers The Sweet
will be bringing their Ball
Room Blitz to the Parr Hall
just before Christmas.
The band, who rose to
fame in the 1970s bringing
androgynous looks and
crunching guitar pop
to the music world, will
perform their Blockbuster
Christmas Show in
Warrington on December
21.
Known for hits like
Blockbuster, Fox On The
Run and Love Is Like
Oxygen, The Sweet are
still in demand all over the
world.
Just days ago they
performed in Holland and
over the weekend they will
be playing in Germany
before a show in Israel in
November. Their UK tour
will then run throughout
December.
The Sweet had their
heyday in the 1970s when
they had 13 top 20 hits in
the UK.
n The Sweet will be at
Parr Hall on December 21.
Visit pyramidparrhall.com

attacks every year because they are
breathing dirty air.
“Our findings suggest that policies aimed
at cleaning up the air can reduce the global
burden of asthma and improve respiratory
health around the world.”
Asthma is the most prevalent chronic
respiratory disease worldwide, affecting
about 358 million people.
The study, published in the journal
Environmental Health Perspectives, suggests
car emissions and other types of pollution
may be a significant source of serious
asthma attacks.
Dr Anenberg and her team first looked at
emergency department visits for asthma
in 54 countries and Hong Kong, and then
combined that information with global
pollution levels.
They said that nine to 23 million annual
asthma A&E visits - 8% to 20% of the global
total - may have been triggered by ozone, a
pollutant generated when car, power plant
and other emissions interact with sunlight.

Travel
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Live like a boss on island
FROM Necker Island to South
Africa and Verbier, Richard
Branson has homes all over the
world.
And yet, there’s one place he
holds particularly close to his
heart – Son Bunyola, a luxury
retreat in Mallorca, which is open
to the public as a Virgin Limited
Edition property. But how often
does the busy business magnate
actually get to visit the sprawling
680-acre estate with three villas
nestled among seemingly endless
rows of trees?
General manager Lee Bowes
reveals her boss rocked up to stay
twice this year, and on his most
recent visit, he even challenged
some guests to a game of tennis.
Eager to sample the place for
myself, I head over for a long
weekend.
The founder of Virgin group first
visited Mallorca as a child, and he
later took his own children to the
Spanish island for summer
holidays. In fact, the Bransons are
such fans of this region, his son,
Sam, even named daughter EvaDeia after the town Deia.
Surrounded by the Tramuntana
mountain range, jutting out from
the lime green coastline to the
azure sea, Son Bunyola is close to
plenty of hiking and cycling trails

Cultivated terraces in Banyalbufar
and is perfect for an adrenaline
junkie like Branson. It’s also
peacefully unspoilt.
On the helter skelter of a drive
down from the main road, you’ll
gasp at the central 18th century
finca building, typical of the grand
farmhouses that can be found all
over Mallorca and Spain. Rows

upon rows of crumbling terraces
lead down from it, making
patterns on a landscape dotted
with vines and towering olive
trees.
Amazingly, some members of the
team who work at Son Bunyola
today actually lived in the finca as
children in the 1970s. Back then,

the estate was used as farmland.
As for the future? Plans are in the
pipeline to transform the finca
into a villa, and olive oil will be
produced on the estate within a
year.
Perhaps it’s the secluded location
or the fact guests have their own
team and chef on hand to cater for

every need – but I’ve never stayed
somewhere so tranquil.
There are three individual villas
to choose from – Sa Terra Rotja,
Son Balagueret and Sa Punta de
S’Aguila – and each feels very
different.
With handcrafted terracotta
flooring and local Binissalem
stone used throughout, the vibe is
undoubtedly traditional – and yet,
there’s a clever contemporary
contrast thanks to pops of bright
artwork.
I stay in Sa Punta de S’Aguila,
which translates as ‘Eagle’s Point’
– a five-bedroom villa.
My room feels light and airy,
thanks to the exposed beam
ceiling, large windows and
traditional dark green shutters
opening out onto a terrace.
I have access to a private heated
swimming pool with a great choice
of fun inflatables, and relaxing
with the mountains in view is a
picture-perfect holiday memory.
Post-swim, I relish my huge
walk-in shower – it takes up the
entire length of one side of the
bathroom.
A seven-night stay Sa Punta de
S’Aguila costs from £20,300 per
week, sleeping up to 10 and
including all drinks and meals.
Visit virginlimitededition.com.

Wild ﬂowers blooming on Westbrook Crescent as autumn takes hold and summer is a distant memory. Photograph
captured by Nick Platt-Higgins

THE news that Warrington
South MP Faisal Rashid has
beneﬁtted from almost
£10,000 worth of free
overseas trips – including to
Qatar and China – since he
won the seat was a big talking
point on Facebook.
Surely we want our MPs to be
informed about world trade after
Brexit. It’s not as if we are paying
and these contacts could easily
attract investment and jobs in
Warrington.
Martin Ellis-Hall
They don’t need trips to learn
about Brexit effects. He’d do better
to source business closer to home

that doesn’t involve speculation or
discussion on the other side of the
world.
Avril Bell
That’s really disappointing. There
is plenty going on in this country
to keep him busy. Interesting that
the other MP didn’t receive any
free trips?!
Karen Rylance
It’s fair to point out that these trips
were paid for by others, who would
be undoubtedly trying to establish
some form of trade deal with
Warrington. As long as others are
paying, it’s not so bad, though
their intentions should be clear so
as not to compromise our MP.
Steve Kennaugh

And not one of these trips was
paid for out of taxpayer expenses.
If you all care to read the story
fully, really don’t see what the
issue is here.
Brad Galloway
He has done more for our town in
the last two years than most
people who have commented on
this post have done in their lives.
Tony Longmore
His job isn’t only to ask what the
people of Warrington want (which
he does and also fights for what
local people want). As a country
we have links to all of these
countries in some way or another.
If he or other MPs are invited to
these countries then surely they

should attend.
Amina Alansi
I’m a supporter of Faisal and he
has been a good MP so far and I
have no issues with MPs making
transparent foreign trips.
However, given his prolific social
media profile, I do not recall any
postings from foreign climes at all.
I may have missed musings from
Beijing, queries from Qatar and
problems from Pakistan but if any
MP is going to make trips they
have an obligation to be very
upfront with their electorate as to
why they are going on the trip,
who paid for it, why they paid for
it and what did they uncover.
Faisal scores 0/10 on this front.
Frank Tudor
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A reliable, resilliant, capable car

NEW from the ground up, Subaru’s
fifth generation Impreza hatch
smartens up its act but sticks with
the brand’s unique formula of
Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive
paired to a Boxer engine.
The fifth generation version of
Subaru’s Impreza brings four
wheel drive traction within the
affordable reach of family buyers
who neither want or need any kind
of SUV. It’s a conventional Focussized family hatch with very
unconventional underpinnings,
the Symmetrical AWD system
paired to uniquely-configured 1.6
and 2.0-litre petrol Boxer engines.
Not a package likely to suit everyone but perfect perhaps for those
in search of something that’s just
that little bit different in this segment.
There’s nothing particularly
exciting about the MK5 model
Impreza’s silhouette, but inside,
the cabin’s a big improvement on
the previous offering. A much
cleaner dashboard layout features
a pair of screens in the middle of
the console, the bigger eight inch
one displaying the navigation and

Likewise, houseplants are
great at capturing little
airborne particles that would
otherwise be breathed in.
This is simply by providing
additional surface area on

Air pollution to blame for
rise in asthma complaints
MILLIONS of visits to A&Es for asthma
every year across the globe may have been
triggered by polluted air, according to a
study.
The research from George Washington
University estimates that up to 33 million
visits to emergency departments for asthma
could have been caused by pollutants
entering the lungs.
It is the first study to estimate the impact
of air pollution on asthma cases across the
globe.
Susan Anenberg, lead author and associate
professor at the university’s Milken Institute
School of Public Health, said policies to
clean up the air could reduce the burden of
asthma and improve respiratory health.
In particular, Dr Anenberg said targeting
emissions from cars in big cities would
not only aid people with asthma and
other respiratory diseases but would help
everyone breathe a little easier.
She added: “Millions of people worldwide
have to go to emergency rooms for asthma
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3. THEY DO THE DUSTING FOR
YOU (WELL, ALMOST)
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MORE than three-quarters of
teachers in the UK experience
work-related health issues, a
survey suggests.
The data also indicates 80% of
senior leaders suffer from workrelated stress and 63% of them
have considered leaving the
profession.
The figures are released in
charity Education Support
Partnership’s (ESP) Teacher
Wellbeing Index 2018.
In a survey of 1,502 teachers,
76% of the staff in different job
roles in the early years,
primary, secondary, further,
adult, and vocational education
sectors say they had work-

Plans Drawn

Accounting

zoomleaﬂets.co.uk
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By Nina Massey

Education Correspondent

To ensure your business
reaches the right local
audience, contact the
sales team on
01925 596 520

PAINTER / DECORATOR
Quality work, Lowest
prices, Free Quotes with
no obligation. Please call
Rob 07973 400681
KEITH PRENDERGAST
Painter & Decorator. For
free quotes please call on
07976 509990

Work & Repairs 45yrs

To ensure your business reaches the right local audience,
contact the sales team on 01925 596 520

Property

Driveways & Resurfacing

Work never stops for teachers

ONLINE | MOBILE
SOCIAL MEDIA | PRINT
LEAFLETS | EVENTS

Painters &
Decorators
C.P.S Painting Services
Quality assured work at
budget prices. 22 years
exp. Discount on O.A.P’s.
Call 07513 596558 or
01925 905676

Local
decorator
John requires

REACHING A BIGGER AUDIENCE
THAN EVER BEFORE
ONLINE | MOBILE | SOCIAL MEDIA | PRINT | LEAFLETS | EVENTS
newsquest.co.uk

KEYWORKS All locks
ﬁtted & repaired. UPVC
lock specialist, 20yrs
exp.Tel 01925 493307
07917302125
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Health

IVE your skin, lungs and
mental health a helping
hand by filling your home
with foliage and flowers.
As the urban footprint
becomes larger, more people are
destined to be living in
properties without a garden –
yet houseplants can help bring
the outside in.
From giant rubber plants and
ferns as feature pieces to a
spider plant trailing from a
shelf, they can completely
change the look of any room.
But beyond the aesthetics,
there’s evidence to suggest
houseplants are also good for
your health and your wellbeing
at the same time.
Dr Tijana Blanusa, principal
horticultural scientist at the
Royal Horticultural Society
(RHS), offers five suggestions as
to how houseplants can benefit
your body and mind.
You can get more advice and
tips on how to grow houseplants
by visiting the RHS website.

Joinery

Gardening &
Landscaping

Carpet Fitting
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G

F D & SON
PLASTERERS
All aspects of
plastering, plaster over
artex & all rendering. 35
yrs exp. 07811 737646

Curtains & Blinds

gone into work often suffer from
loneliness.
Nathan Higgins applied to the youth
programme to help him get into work
and find a career he could enjoy.
He said: “I can’t find the words to
express how great I think this
programme is. It’s a programme that
helps put you back on your feet.”

THE POST HEALTH

By Hannah Stephenson

Plumbing & Heating
Bedrooms &
Bedding

Great graduates
TEN young people from Warrington
graduated with flying colours from
United Utilities’ youth programme.
The six-week scheme gives young
people the skills and experience to
become work-ready.
It also helps them develop a social
life outside work, as young people
who have left education and haven’t

26

Press Association

Flooring Services

Ten young people from Warrington graduated with ﬂying colours from United
Utilities’ youth programme

Carpets & Flooring

Leisure

Teachers feel

Plastering Services

APPROVED ELECTRICIAN
N.I.C.E.I.C Part P. Lights,
sockets, rewires, showers
etc. Free estimates. No job
too small. Tel Ken 01925
653 500, M:07949 828168

Committee member Cllr Colin
Froggatt (LAB – Poulton South)
said he hopes Time Square isn’t
a repeat of Barons Quay in
Northwich where premises
have been left ‘completely
empty’.
He added: “The risk relates to
having the buildings up on time
and there is another risk, which
isn’t mentioned, and that is the
potential occupancy of the
buildings.
“I would like that that to be
included if that is agreeable
with the committee.
“The development is moving
on apace.
“We need to have a look at the
underlying risk, specifically the
potential occupancy.”
The council’s internal audit,
risk and insurance team
confirmed the risk register has
been ‘refreshed’.
They added that updates –
including underlying risks –
should be in place to come
before the committee at a
‘future meeting’.
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infotainment controls and featuring Subaru’s ‘STARLINK’ multimedia system. Maximum luggage
capacity has also increased by 10
litres by having a 100mm wider
boot opening and the depth of the
boot is also longer by 41mm.
Engine-wise, there’s the choice
of either a 114PS 1.6-litre petrol
unit or a 156PS 2.0-litre powerplant. As before, Subaru’s
‘Lineartronic’ CVT automatic
transmission is optional. In both
cases, the Boxer unit comes mated
to the brand’s Symmetrical AWD
system - as standard. Even better,
this is a ‘proper’ four-wheel drive
layout - by which I mean a set-up
that constantly shunts power to
each wheel, rather than, as with
cheaper systems, simply reacting
when the front wheels slip. As for
handling, well Subaru claims the
new chassis increases body rigidity by as much as 70% in comparison to the previous model. The centre of gravity has been lowered by
5mm, too, which the brand claims
will boost handling, steering and
responsiveness.
For its likely buyers, they’d pre-

fer this car to be a well-kept secret,
a supremely sensible choice in a
country where rain is forecast on
over 160 days each year. So what if
it’s a non-conformist choice with a
cabin that fights the fashionable
trends and a distinctive Boxer
engine spinning away beneath the
bonnet? What matters is that ultimately, there’s nothing else quite
like it.

Facts at a glance
CAR: Subaru Impreza
PRICE: £24,000 - £25,010
on the road
CO2 EMISSIONS: 145-152g/km
INSURANCE GROUP: 12-18
PERFORMANCE: [1.6]
Max Speed
112mph / 0-60mph 12.4s
FUEL CONSUMPTION: [1.6]
(combined) 44.1mpg
STANDARD SAFETY FEATURES:
front, side and curtain airbags /
ABS / EBD / VDC
WILL IT FIT IN YOUR GARAGE?:
Length/Width/Height
4460/1775/1480mm
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has composed his own book
based on his work.
The book draws on Alex’s
experiences and own creative
style.
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Ten-year-old American bulldog
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Planting is a
smart way to
slow speeds
By Isobel Cotogni

isobel.cotogni@nqnw.co.uk

PLANTING that took place on Lingley Green in Great Sankey is now
starting to flourish and is helping
to reduce traffic speed.
The parish council undertook a
public consultation in 2016 as a direct result of residents’ concerns
about speeding traffic along Lingley Road and the amount of ‘near
misses’ they had witnessed.
Since the parish council manages Lingley Green, they consulted
with residents on the idea of planting hedges to force drivers to slow
down when taking the junction.
Seventy per cent were in favour
of planting, the consultation also
highlighted other traffic calming
plans residents supported.
Peter Watson, chairman of Great
Sankey Parish Council said: “Over
the past 12 months the hedging
is starting to establish and given
more time will be effective in helping to reduce traffic speed.
“In spring, the parish council contracted ground maintenance contractor EDR landscapes to maintain
the green and continue to plant the
raised beds to also create a landscape for residents to enjoy.”
In addition, the parish council installed barrier flower baskets at St
Mary’s Church crossroads in 2014,
are funding wildflower planting
throughout Great Sankey and are
consulting on improvements to Parsonage Way Field.
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Good neighbours
become good friends
By Isobel Cotogni

Isobel.cotogni@nqnw.co.uk

PUB landlords from Thelwall have
been named the north west’s
‘Neighbours of the Year’.
Christine and Jim Hartley, who
run the Pickering Arms pub, were
nominated by their neighbour, Pat
McLaren and won the prize
organised by Co-op Insurance and
Neighbourhood Watch.
It completed a successful year
after the pub was named the
Warrington Guardian’s pub of the
year for 2018 in our annual Food
and Drink Awards.
Pat said: “Christine and Jim are
truly lovely neighbours and we’re
really lucky to have them.
“In the three-and-a-half years
that they’ve been at the pub,
they’ve transformed it into a place
where everyone is happy to meet
and have a chat.
“As a result of creating such a
friendly atmosphere, many strong
friendships have been formed
among people who may not
ordinarily meet. ”
Christine said: “We are stunned
to win the award yet delighted
with it.
“We enjoy what we do, but it’s not
just about us helping out our

5
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Historic win to
change landscape
THE man who made history by
becoming the first independent to
win a borough council election in
Warrington believes the political
landscape is changing.
Geoff Fellows stunned Labour’s
Kenny Watson to secure the
Penketh and Cuerdley seat on
October 11.
Although there have been
independents on the council in
the past, after they left their
parties they were elected with, it
is believed that Mr Fellows is the
first independent to win a
borough council election in the
town.
And he hopes he can encourage
others to stand as independent
candidates in the future.
He said: “Times are changing in
our society and also for the
political landscape and I would
like to encourage more people
within their own parish and
borough areas to consider
standing as independents.”

Blighty club
Jim and Christine Hartley at The Pickering Arms have been named the north west neighbours of the year
neighbours, the community looks
out for us too.”
The couple were chosen for the
award following a nomination
from Pat, detailing how much they
do for her and the villagers,

including looking after keys,
feeding cats, giving their
neighbours lifts and putting on
free events for everyone to enjoy.
Christine and Jim arrange a
monthly walking group for

residents, in addition to a free
Christmas lunch and bingo session
for pensioners.
They will even deliver meals to
elderly neighbours who can’t get
out and about as easily.

A SPECIAL ‘Blighty Club’ will take
place at the Pavilion in Bank Park
after the town’s Remembrance
Day service on Sunday.
Beginning at 12pm and running
through to 3pm, the Blighty Club
is one of a number being held.
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Travel

Forgotten Dutch master
WHEN most people think of a
mini-break in The Netherlands,
they imagine the romantic
winding canals, late-night bars
and red light district of hedonistic
Amsterdam.
But a 25-minute train ride from
Rotterdam, now serviced by a new
direct outbound Eurostar route
from London, is the home of the
Dutch parliament, royal family
and the International Court of
Justice.
The Hague is in many ways The
Netherlands’ most important city,
and hosts some of the most
significant Dutch art masterpieces.
Here’s how to explore the Hague
and its smaller neighbour Delft.
See the masterpieces at the
Mauritshuis
MANY come for one painting only
- the Girl with a Pearl Earring by
Delft artist Johannes Vermeer which inspired a novel in 1999 and
a film with Scarlett Johansson in
2003.
It’s held at the world-renowned
Mauritshuis, home to some of the
most famous paintings from the
Golden Age of Dutch art, which
spanned the 17th century.
There are three Vermeers,
several Jan Steens and more
Rembrandts than Amsterdam.
The 17th-century building is a

Delft city centre
masterpiece in itself, hailed as one
of the world’s greatest small
museums, and sitting next to
parliament buildings on the
Hofvijver pond.
Tickets: E15,50 (under 19s are
free) mauritshuis.nl
Marvel at The Hague’s
architecture
IT’S pretty unusual to be able to
stroll between parliament
buildings and royal residences in a
city centre, but in The Hague,

there’s a very real possibility of
bumping into the prime minister
outside the Gothic Binnenhof
castle or (perhaps) catching a
glimpse of royalty exiting
Nooredeinde Palace.
In the Hague, you can get lost in
the higgledy-piggledy streets, with
medieval and art nouveau styles
existing in harmony with the
modern skyline.
Know where to look, and
through several alleyways lie

beautiful courtyards of hidden
houses, originally almshouses
built for maids who worked for
aristocracy when they retired.
Stroll around the pretty canals
of Delft
IF it’s quintessentially Dutch
canals you want then Delft, a short
tram ride from the Hague, is made
up of 11 ‘islands’, 88 bridges and a
canal system that’s more than 750
years old. A huge fire destroyed
two thirds of this small city in 1654
but some of the surviving stone
buildings still remain.
Discover Dutch history at the
Museum Prinsenhof
IT began as a convent, then became
the court of William of Orange,
known as the founder and ‘father’
of Holland, and it’s now an
excellent museum.
There’s a portrait of each King or
Queen since William I (aka Prince
of Orange), right up to the current
head of state King WillemAlexander, and visitors can learn
all about how the much-loved,
uber-modern Dutch royal family
came about (today, many of them
have normal jobs and send their
kids to comprehensive schools).
Tickets: E12, audio tours are E1
extra, and tours with a guide can
be arranged for E80 per group.
Book at prinsenhof-delft.nl.

Make your own Royal Delft
ASIDE from Vermeer, Delft’s most
famous export is pottery - the
exclusive Royal Delft. The last
remaining earthenware factory
that has produced original Delft
Blue for 365 years is now also a
museum. The real highlight, is an
opportunity to make your own
piece of pottery under the
supervision of a Royal Delft
painter. It will be fired in the same
way as the professional
earthenware, and sent back to you.
Tickets: E13.50, or tour plus vase
workshop: E49.50. Book at
royaldelft.com
Go back in time at Hotel Des
Indes
FOR a trip bathed in history,
staying in the Hague’s Hotel Des
Indes seems fitting. Built in 1858 as
a palace for an advisor to the king,
the marble pillars and circular
inner court were a carriage
entrance, but now you can
breakfast in the velvet-clad
restaurant instead. Prices start at
E155 per night.
hoteldesindesthehague.com.
n Eurostar London St PancrasRotterdam on the direct three-hour
service from E35 one-way. Onward
travel to the Hague under E5.
Return journeys change in
Brussels. Info: holland.com.
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Niche magazine publications.
We publish three upmarket lifestyle magazine brands, each highly targeted
and carefully crafted to resonate with affluent readerships.

Living

Living magazines are
upmarket regional
lifestyle magazines.

Monthly: 116 pages
15k copies They celebrate the most
interesting local homes
to covet and the finest
properties and estates
to buy. They review the
best places to eat, sleep
and play and focus on
sumptuous goods from
local, luxury retailers.
We maximise response
for advertisers by
distributing Living
through a highly
targeted, controlled free
distribution network;
where outlets are
handpicked for their
clientele and upmarket
brand values.

Uptown
Quarterly: 100 pages
2.5k copies
WITH COMPLIMENTS OF NEWSQUEST

CHESTER

This new luxury
magazine showcases
stunning generic
content which is
compiled with the most
discerning readers in
mind.
This A4 magazine has
exceptional production
values and is printed on
a higher grade paper.
Editorial is based on
luxurious goods and
venues across the UK.
Distribution is
pinpointed via mosaic
profiling, to ensure that
its delivered through
the letterboxes of the
top 5% of the wealthiest
homes in any given
geographical area.

Prime
Bi-Monthly: 68 pages
10k copies

Prime is a market
specific magazine
aimed at people aged
60+ who are wealthy
retirees.
Using targeted free
controlled distribution,
Prime has the content
and design of a
nationally-published
title but with localised
advertising.
Each edition features
travel, celebrity
interviews alongside
health, lifestyle and
culture features.
Prime is published 6
times a year.
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Make your recruitment mission possible...
Welcome to nw1jobs.com, your local recruitment solution for the North West. Reaching
a combined print and digital audience of 600,000* people per month, nw1jobs gives you
unique access to both active and passive candidates in your area.
Our strong local publishing network allows us to reach candidates other job boards can’t.
With over 100 years experience working with local businesses, we understand your needs
and can make your recruitment mission possible.

11

Average
applications

11 applications
on average per
vacancy.*

342k
Visits

Over 342,000 visits
to nw1jobs.com.**

Print &
Online
Reach both active and
passive jobseekers
through our strong
publishing network.***

Recruitment Advertising nw1jobs.com
t: 0161 312 1535 e: recruiters@nw1jobs.com
Source: *JICREG Online 2018 **Applications (internal metrics) August 2018. ***Omniture August 2018
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38%
We provide a full service, working
with our clients every step of the way.

Plan.

Print & design.

Getting your leaflets to
your target audience
by targeting the
people most likely to
be interested in your
products and services.

Bringing your vision to
life without the hassle of
dealing with more than
one company.

Delivery.

Research.

We deliver your message
to your potential
customers in their homes
and online. We execute
targeted door drop and
online campaigns via one
of our trusted partners or
on our trusted websites.

Post campaign analysis
that can help you fine
tune your next campaign.

38% of leaflets via door
drop are kept for at least
a few days and 13% are
kept for a week or more.

59%
59% of consumers said
they visited a website to find
out more after receiving a
door drop.

48%
48% of consumers either
visited a shop, sent for
information, or bought a
product having received a
leaflet through their letterbox.

92%
92% of people read the door
drops delivered to their home.
(Source: DMA)

Sales rates:
Rates start from £28 per 1000 but
are dependent on size & weight.
Minimum Booking: 5,000 copies

Contact us:
t: 0845 1999 830
e: localsales@zoominleaflets.co.uk

zoominleaflets.co.uk

Get in touch.
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Planting is a
smart way to
slow speeds
By Isobel Cotogni

isobel.cotogni@nqnw.co.uk

PLANTING that took place on Lingley Green in Great Sankey is now
starting to flourish and is helping
to reduce traffic speed.
The parish council undertook a
public consultation in 2016 as a direct result of residents’ concerns
about speeding traffic along Lingley Road and the amount of ‘near
misses’ they had witnessed.
Since the parish council manages Lingley Green, they consulted
with residents on the idea of planting hedges to force drivers to slow
down when taking the junction.
Seventy per cent were in favour
of planting, the consultation also
highlighted other traffic calming
plans residents supported.
Peter Watson, chairman of Great
Sankey Parish Council said: “Over
the past 12 months the hedging
is starting to establish and given
more time will be effective in helping to reduce traffic speed.
“In spring, the parish council contracted ground maintenance contractor EDR landscapes to maintain
the green and continue to plant the
raised beds to also create a landscape for residents to enjoy.”
In addition, the parish council installed barrier flower baskets at St
Mary’s Church crossroads in 2014,
are funding wildflower planting
throughout Great Sankey and are
consulting on improvements to Parsonage Way Field.

Lingley Green after the planting
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